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I would like to let the SEC regarding The Northern Pass Project know that my husband Brian and I
are vehemently opposed to such a project. We have both spent numerous hours researching the
pros and cons of the NP, viewing films, listening to both sides of this issue and have concluded that
this is most certainly not in the best interest of our beautiful state and its citizens.
This is not a Green alternative. What Hydro-Quebec alone has done to the land of the First Nation
People by flooding millions of acres of forest, damming and destroying river systems, and releasing
poisonous mercury into the food chain is nothing short of an outright assault on the environment and
the population of people living in these areas.
This project will not benefit NH and stands to decimate the natural beauty of our pristine areas
including, the White Mountains, wetlands, lakes and ponds not to mention the unsightly and
dangerous impact it will have in many small NH towns and historic areas.
This is a profit driven project generating millions of dollars for Eversource and Hydro-Quebec, while
destroying tourism, real estate values, and the New Hampshire way of life that we have come to love
and respect. 90% of the power will go to southern New England so NH will simply act as a corridor
for these enormous, ugly power lines and the electricity running through them.
I ask you to please strongly consider voting NO on the Northern Pass Project and allow NH to
continue its investment in truly GREEN Sustainable Energy Alternatives! The Future of NH depends
on progressive ideas and not short- sighted, profit-driven initiatives.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Kathleen and Brian Manfre

